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Abstract

Plant cells accumulate small RNA molecules that regulate plant develop-
ment, genome stability, and environmental responses. These small RNAs
fall into three major classes based on their function and mechanisms of
biogenesis—microRNAs, heterochromatic small interfering RNAs, and sec-
ondary small interfering RNAs—plus several other less well-characterized
categories. Biogenesis of each small RNA class requires a pathway of fac-
tors, some specific to each pathway and others involved inmultiple pathways.
Diverse sequenced plant genomes, along with rapid developments in se-
quencing, imaging, and genetic transformation techniques, have enabled
significant progress in understanding the biogenesis, functions, and evolu-
tion of plant small RNAs, including those that had been poorly characterized
because they were absent or had low representation in Arabidopsis (Ara-
bidopsis thaliana). Here, we review recent findings about plant small RNAs
and discuss our current understanding of their biogenesis mechanisms, tar-
gets, modes of action, mobility, and functions in Arabidopsis and other plant
species, including economically important crops.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Small RNAs (sRNAs) play key roles in the regulation of plant growth, reproduction, and biotic
and abiotic stress responses.At themolecular level, sRNAs regulate chromatinmodifications, tran-
script abundance, and translation through various mechanisms. Canonical plant sRNAs include
microRNAs (miRNAs) and small interferingRNAs (siRNAs); the latter can be subclassifiedmainly
as heterochromatic small interfering RNAs (hc-siRNAs) and secondary siRNAs. Several other
plant sRNA types have been reported in the past few decades, but their biogenesis and functions
are either controversial (e.g., naturally antisense siRNAs; see Section 2.4.1 below) or poorly un-
derstood [e.g., double-strand break–induced sRNAs and ribosomal RNA (rRNA)-derived siRNAs
(203, 224)]. The biogenesis of sRNAs often involves the production of 20- to 24-nucleotide (nt)
sRNA duplexes from longer RNA molecules by Dicer-like (DCL) endoribonucleases. The pre-
cursors are either hairpin-like RNA structures processed from the folding of self-complementary
RNAs or double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) synthesized by RNA-dependent RNA polymerases
(RDRs). In many cases, one strand of the DCL-generated short dsRNA molecules is loaded
onto Argonaute (AGO) proteins to target endogenous or exogenous RNAs based on sequence
complementarity and to mediate gene or transposon silencing.

2. SMALL RNA BIOGENESIS AND REGULATION

2.1. MicroRNA Biogenesis and Modification

Plant miRNAs are encoded by endogenous MIRNA (MIR) genes. The majority of plant MIR
genes are intergenic, noncoding loci, with only a small subset located in introns of protein-coding
genes (150, 218, 219). Transcription of MIR genes by DNA-dependent RNA polymerase II
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RNA-induced
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a ribonucleoprotein
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between an sRNA and
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(Pol II) produces primary miRNAs (pri-miRNAs), which are single-stranded, polyadenylated,
and self-complementary RNA molecules that can fold into hairpin-like structures. The folded
pri-miRNAs are recognized and cleaved by DCL1 to yield mature miRNA duplexes. Each
duplex consists of an miRNA strand and an miRNA∗ (read miRNA star) strand. The miRNA∗

strand is usually degraded while the miRNA strand is retained on an AGO protein to form an
RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) (Figure 1). Most plant miRNAs are 21 nt in length; a
smaller number of miRNAs are 20 or 22 nt, and 23- or 24-nt miRNAs are rare (8, 32, 206).
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Figure 1 (Figure appears on preceding page)

Biogenesis and modes of action of canonical plant sRNAs. hc-siRNAs are generated mainly through the activities of Pol IV, CLSY,
RDR2, and DCL3. hc-siRNAs form RISCs with AGO4/AGO6 proteins and direct DNA methylation at Pol V–transcribed loci via
DRM2. The blurry arrow for the transcriptional start of the hc-siRNAs and targets indicates the poorly characterized Pol IV/Pol V
transcription start sites. miRNAs are generated through the activities of primarily Pol II, DCL1, HYL1, and SE. miRNAs form RISCs
predominantly with AGO1; miRISCs can direct transcript cleavage, mediate translational repression, or trigger phasiRNA biogenesis.
phasiRNAs are produced by Pol II, RDR6, and DCL4/DCL5. Other proteins involved in the biogenesis or actions are described in the
main text. Figure adapted from images created with BioRender.com. Abbreviations: AGO, Argonaute; CLSY, CLASSY; D-body;
nuclear dicing body; DCL, Dicer-like; DRM2, DOMAINS REARRANGED METHYLASE 2; ER, endoplasmic reticulum;
hc-siRNA, heterochromatic small interfering RNA; HEN1, HUA ENHANCER 1; HYL1, HYPONASTIC LEAVES1;MIR,MIRNA;
miRISC, microRNA-induced silencing complex; miRNA, microRNA; PHAS, phased secondary siRNA loci; phasiRNA, phased
secondary siRNA; Pol II, RNA polymerase II; Pol IV, RNA polymerase IV; RDR, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase; RISC,
RNA-induced silencing complex; SE, SERRATE; SGS3, SUPPRESSOR OF GENE SILENCING 3; SHH1, SAWADEE
HOMEODOMAIN HOMOLOG1; sRNA, small RNA.

2.1.1. MIRNA transcription. Transcription of MIR genes is similar to that of protein-coding
genes, requiring recruitment of Pol II and cotranscriptional 5′ capping and 3′ polyadenylation of
primary transcripts (i.e., pri-miRNAs) (212). miRNA-focused analyses have identified many tran-
scription factors (TFs) regulatingMIR transcription.One example is the Arabidopsis SQUAMOSA
PROMOTER BINDING PROTEIN-LIKE (SPL) family of TFs that regulate miR172 (204).
TF-focused studies also identified several TF–MIR interactions. For instance, twoMIR156 copies
were identified as direct targets of FUSCA3 (FUS3) and ABSCISIC ACID INSENSITIVE 3
(ABI3) during Arabidopsis seed development (183, 193). Although the functions of theMIR genes
identified in the TF-centered studies remain largely uncharacterized, they provided evidence that
miRNA biogenesis is regulated at the transcriptional level by TFs active in specific tissues.

Several proteins or protein complexes associated with the Pol II machinery or chromatin-
modifying processes in Arabidopsis have also been implicated in regulating MIR tran-
scription. SMALL1 (SMA1; a DEAD-box domain spliceosomal protein), the PROTEIN
PHOSPHATASE4 (PP4) complex, and the EMBRYONIC FLOWER2 (EMF2) complex [a
Polycomb Repressive Complex 2 (PRC2)-type complex that mediates histone H3 lysine 27
trimethylation (H3K27me3)] directly interact with promoters of MIR genes to regulate their
transcription (106, 197, 216). Two NEGATIVE ON TATA LESS2 (NOT2) proteins [NOT2a
and NOT2b; putative components of the CARBON CATABOLITE REPRESSION 4 (CCR4)-
NOT complex] and SAC3A and THP1 [components of the THREE PRIME REPAIR
EXONUCLEASE-2 (TREX-2) complex] interact with Pol II to promoteMIR transcription (194,
232). Most of the proteins associated with Pol II or chromatin-modifying processes are involved
in regulating multipleMIR loci. Although characterization of some of these proteins was carried
out with a focus on one or a few specific MIR loci, it is likely that many proteins are associated
with the transcription of the majority of, if not all,MIR genes, especially if a regulatory protein
also directly interacts with the DCL1 complex (see Section 2.1.2 below).

2.1.2. Primary microRNA processing and modifications. Plant pri-miRNAs form imperfect
fold-back structures and are cleaved by DCL1 in the nucleus to produce miRNA-miRNA∗ du-
plexes (95, 144). This contrasts with animal systems, in which pri-miRNAs are processed by two
ribonucleases, Drosha (in the nucleus) and then Dicer (in the cytoplasm) (184). The secondary
structure of pri-miRNAs is a key determinant of where DCL1 cuts within the pri-miRNAs (18,
248). Some pri-miRNAs contain a 15- to 17-nt imperfect lower stem that is above one or more
bulges and below the miRNA-miRNA∗ duplex region. Such structures guide the initial DCL1
cleavage distal to the loop (i.e., base-to-loop processing). Other pri-miRNAs may have an upper
stem between the loop and the duplex region and are processed in a loop-to-base manner. A few
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other processing patterns have also been observed, with three or four cuts by DCL1, but in all
cases, the two (final) cuts release an miRNA-miRNA∗ duplex (18, 248).

The dsRNA-binding protein HYPONASTIC LEAVES1 (HYL1) and the C2H2 zinc-finger
protein SERRATE (SE) associate with DCL1 to form nuclear dicing bodies (D-bodies), which
play a central role in miRNA biogenesis (52, 68, 111, 188, 220). Both HYL1 and SE facilitate
accurate processing of pri-miRNAs by DCL1 (44, 94). Loss-of-function mutants of SE andHYL1
show pleiotropic developmental defects and a global reduction in miRNA abundance, and some
of the phenotypes are similar between the two mutants (220), supporting the universal roles of
HYL1 and SE in miRNA biogenesis. Recent work has shown that D-bodies are phase-separated
condensates and that phase separation of SE mediates the formation of D-bodies and is critical
for efficient pri-miRNA processing (211).

In addition to HYL1 and SE, many other factors also regulate pri-miRNA processing. For
instance, the abovementioned SMA1 and NOT2 proteins and TREX-2 complex directly inter-
act with DCL1/HYL1/SE to promote pri-miRNA processing (106, 194, 232). CHROMATIN
REMODELING FACTOR2 [CHR2; an ATPase subunit of the Switch2/Sucrose Non-
Fermentable2 (SWI2/SNF2) complex], the Elongator and TREX-2 complexes, and HASTY
(HST; an ortholog of animal Exportin-5) also interact with DCL1/SE to regulate pri-miRNA
processing (28, 50, 201).Notably,CHR2, theTREX-2 andElongator complexes, andHST also fa-
cilitateMIR transcription (28, 50, 201, 232), although it is unknown whether they directly interact
with the transcriptional machinery. Considered together, the observations that many proteins as-
sociated with the transcriptional machinery also interact with D-bodies suggest that pri-miRNAs
are processed cotranscriptionally. Indeed, a recent study demonstrated that pri-miRNAs are pro-
cessed into miRNAs while still associated with the Pol II machinery and that R loops (DNA–RNA
hybrids) form atMIR loci to promote the cotranscriptional processing of pri-miRNAs (61).

Accumulation of the components of D-bodies is also tightly regulated. The nuclear pro-
tein XAP5 CIRCADIAN TIMEKEEPER (XCT) promotes DCL1 transcription and facilitates
pri-miRNA processing (51). The SMA1 protein, in addition to its direct roles regulating MIR
transcription and pri-miRNA processing, enhances pri-miRNA processing by facilitating the
splicing ofDCL1 pre-messenger RNAs (pre-mRNAs) (106).DCL1 transcripts are directly targeted
by miR162, an miRNA product of DCL1 activity, demonstrating negative feedback regulation
(214).The basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) TF PHYTOCHROME-INTERACTINGFACTOR4
(PIF4) interacts with DCL1 (and HYL1) and destabilizes DCL1 to inhibit pri-miRNA pro-
cessing during photomorphogenesis (176). In a mutant defective in RNA DEBRANCHING
ENZYME1 (DBR1), which is a protein involved in the degradation of intronic lariat RNAs,
pri-miRNA processing is inhibited, likely reflecting sequestration of D-bodies by excessive lariat
RNAs, demonstrating a unique mechanism by which DCL1 activity is modulated (108).

Some plantMIR genes are harbored in introns, and someMIR genes themselves contain introns
(114, 178, 218). Thus, splicing mechanisms also play a role in miRNA processing. Many proteins
play dual roles in splicing and pri-miRNA processing, and some splicing factors colocalize or
interact with D-bodies and regulate pri-miRNA processing. For example, splicing factors STABI-
LIZED1 (STA1), GLYCINE-RICH RBP7 (GRP7), ARGININE/SERINE-RICH SPLICING
FACTOR40 (RS40), RS41, and SMA1 are involved in both pri-miRNA splicing and processing
(13, 35, 93, 106). In addition, pre-mRNA-processing proteins PRP39b, PRP40a, PRP40b, and
LETHALUNLESS CBC 7 RL (LUC7rl) play crucial roles in the biogenesis of intronic miRNAs
(90).

Pri-miRNAs also undergo 3′ tailing such as uridylation and cytidylation, which facilitate pri-
miRNA processing (168). The nucleotidyl transferase HEN1 SUPPRESSOR1 (HESO1) is a
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key protein mediating pri-miRNA uridylation and cytidylation, while another two nucleotidyl
transferases, NTP6 and NTP7, also contribute to pri-miRNA cytidylation (168).

RNA methylation such as N6-methyladenosine (m6A) has recently emerged as an important
mechanism of gene regulation (58). The mRNA adenosine methylase (MTA) in Arabidopsis de-
posits m6A on pri-miRNAs and facilitates pri-miRNA processing, with an impact on D-body
assembly (15).

2.1.3. MicroRNA modification and turnover. Following pri-miRNA processing, the sRNA
2′-O-methyltransferase HUA ENHANCER 1 (HEN1) replaces SE to interact with DCL1 and
HYL1 and catalyzes 2′-O-methylation at the 3′ ends of miRNA duplexes to stabilize miRNAs
(11, 225). Loss-of-function hen1 mutants exhibit reduced abundance of almost all miRNAs, and
the remaining miRNAs are heterogeneous in size; these observations led to the discovery of 3′ to
5′ truncation and 3′ uridylation of miRNAs (101, 222, 225). Three SMALL RNA–DEGRADING
NUCLEASE genes—SDN1, SDN2, and SDN3—encode 3′ to 5′ exonucleases that function re-
dundantly in degrading miRNAs and siRNAs in both wild-type and the hen1mutant background
(151, 226). SDN1’s exonuclease activity is partially inhibited by the 3′ methylation of miRNAs
(151), supporting the abovementioned role of 3′ methylation in protecting miRNAs. miRNAs
undergo 3′ uridylation in hen1 mutants of Arabidopsis, rice (Oryza sativa), and maize (Zea mays), in
which miRNA methylation is abolished (101, 231). In the Arabidopsis hen1 mutant, HESO1 and
UTP:RNA URIDYLYLTRANSFERASE 1 (URT1) uridylate unmethylated miRNAs, leading to
miRNA degradation (155, 186, 199, 242). Loss of function of HESO1 partially rescues the devel-
opmental defects of hen1 mutants, accompanied by elevated miRNA accumulation and reduced
3′ uridylation (155, 242). These results suggest that 3′ uridylation directs miRNAs for degrada-
tion to impair their regulatory functions.When AGO1-bound miR165/miR166 was uridylated by
URT1 in vitro, slicer activity of the miR165/miR166-AGO1 complex was reduced (186), suggest-
ing that 3′ uridylation also regulates miRNA activities, in addition to miRNA stability. Combined,
the current data suggest a crucial role of HEN1 in the regulation of miRNA turnover and func-
tions; it methylates miRNAs to prevent uridylation,which causes miRNA degradation and impairs
miRNA functions.

2.2. Biogenesis of 24-Nucleotide Small Interfering RNAs

hc-siRNAs, derived from transposons in heterochromatic genomic regions, are 24 nt in length and
function in RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM). They are the most abundant siRNAs in
plants, accounting for>90% of the siRNA population inArabidopsis (137, 237). hc-siRNA biogen-
esis begins with transcription by Pol IV, a plant-specific DNA-dependent RNA polymerase (72,
142), followed by a second RNA strand synthesis by RDR2 (213). The dsRNAs are then diced by
DCL3 into hc-siRNA duplexes and methylated, and a single strand is loaded onto AGO4, AGO6,
or AGO9 to form RISCs (69, 101, 249) (Figure 1).

Pol IV transcription initiates at Pol II–like transcription start sites; that is, the nucleotide im-
mediately upstream of the first nucleotide of the transcribed region is highly biased to pyrimidines
(Y), whereas the first nucleotide of the transcribed region is biased to purines (R), indicating con-
servation in transcription start site preferences between Pol II and Pol IV, although they act on
distinct genomic regions (16, 228). Pol IV can initiate transcription at multiple positions with the
YR sequences to produce multiple short (typically 26- to 45-nt) transcripts from a single locus
(16, 228). The SNF2 domain–containing chromatin-remodeling factors CLASSY1 (CLSY1)–
CLSY4 (167, 245) and the homeodomainDNA-binding protein SAWADEEHOMEODOMAIN
HOMOLOG1 (SHH1)/DNA-BINDING TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR1 (DTF1) (97, 98)
recruit Pol IV to enable transcription of hc-siRNA loci.
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Biochemical analyses discovered that Pol IV physically interacts with RDR2 to form a dual-
RNA-polymerase complex (67, 98). Recent structural studies demonstrated that the activities of
Pol IV and RDR2 are tightly coupled in that (a) Pol IV transcripts are channeled directly to
RDR2, and (b) Pol IV backtracking enables RDR2 to synthesize the second strand of hc-siRNA
precursors [aka Pol IV–RDR2 (P4R2) RNAs] (59, 74) (Figure 2a). The double-stranded P4R2
RNAs are diced byDCL3 to yield one hc-siRNA per precursor (16, 228). Biogenesis of hc-siRNAs
can be recapitulated in vitro by co-incubating Pol IV, RDR2, and DCL3 with a DNA template
and ribonucleotide triphosphates, indicating that the three enzymes are sufficient for hc-siRNA
biogenesis (165). Dicing of P4R2 RNAs yields not only 24-nt hc-siRNAs but also 23-nt siRNAs
(86, 237). However, AGO4 immunoprecipitates almost exclusively with 24-nt siRNAs (69, 130,
149), suggesting that the 23-nt siRNAs are passenger strands of hc-siRNA duplexes (165). A recent
biochemical study of P4R2 RNA processing by DCL3 demonstrated that which precursor end is
diced, and whether 24- and/or 23-nt siRNAs are produced, depends on the first nucleotide of the
Pol IV strand of P4R2 RNAs and the position of RDR2’s initiation within Pol IV transcript ends
(112) (Figure 2b). In another recent study, Wang et al. (196) carried out a structural analysis of
a DCL3-P4R2 RNA complex. The results demonstrated that the Piwi/Argonaute/Zwille (PAZ)
and RNase IIIb domains of DCL3 measure a 24-nt distance between the 5′-terminal nucleotide
and the RNase IIIb domain cleavage site for only one strand of the P4R2 RNA. The RNase IIIb
domain cuts the measured strand to produce 24-nt siRNAs, while the RNase IIIa domain cuts the
nonmeasured strand to produce 23-nt siRNAs (196). The structural data support dicing scenario
1 described by Loffer et al. (112) (Figure 2b). Whether the Pol IV strand or the RDR2 strand
of each hc-siRNA duplex is incorporated into RISCs under each dicing scenario has yet to be
determined.

A few research groups have described a set of 24-nt siRNAs named siRNAs in endosperm
(aka sirens), which are generated from a relatively small number of loci but are highly abundant
in ovules and seeds (25, 63, 100, 157, 244). Sirens that accumulate in endosperm are maternally
biased and have been suggested to move from the seed coat into filial tissues (the endosperm and
embryo/zygote) to mediate DNAmethylation of protein-coding genes in trans (25, 63). Sirens are
distinct from hc-siRNAs in that they are derived from a much smaller number of loci that are
located close to protein-coding genes rather than transposons. However, the biogenesis of sirens
seems to resemble that of hc-siRNAs in their dependence on Pol IV and RDR2 (25, 63).Moreover,
the CLSY1–CLSY4 genes (mentioned above) are differentially expressed across Arabidopsis tissues
to coordinately regulate hc-siRNA and siren accumulation and, consequently, DNA methylation
patterns. Siren accumulation is highly enriched in the ovules and mainly dependent on CLSY3
and, to a lesser extent, CLSY4 (244, 245). Therefore, sirens appear to mediate RdDM specifically
in ovule and seed tissues, while hc-siRNAs are responsible for RdDM in other tissues. Sirens have
so far only been reported in Arabidopsis, Brassica rapa, and rice (63, 100, 157, 244), so the extent of
conservation of these 24-nt siRNAs in the angiosperms needs further investigation.

2.3. Secondary Small Interfering RNA Biogenesis

Secondary siRNAs are those whose biogenesis is triggered by other miRNAs or siRNAs. Phased
secondary siRNAs (phasiRNAs) are generated from long RNA precursors, yielding siRNAs that
map to the precursors in a precise head-to-tail arrangement (i.e., phasing). This arrangement
is the result of their biogenesis: Precursors are first cleaved by a RISC at a specific target site,
made double stranded, and then diced by a DCL protein in a sequential manner (Figure 1). The
genomic loci that yield phasiRNAs—called PHAS loci—can be classified into protein-coding loci
and noncoding loci based on the coding potential of each locus (110). PHAS precursors, either
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Figure 2 (Figure appears on preceding page)

Mechanisms of hc-siRNA biogenesis. (a) Generation of hc-siRNA precursors by the Pol IV-RDR2 complex. As a Pol IV strand is being
generated, Pol IV backtracks and hands the single-strand transcript to RDR2, which synthesizes the second (i.e., the RDR2) strand.
Activity of RDR2 pulls the Pol IV transcript out of Pol IV, causing the termination of Pol IV transcription. Once the RDR2 strand is
synthesized, the P4R2 RNA is released from RDR2 to serve as a substrate for DCL3. (b) Dicing code of DCL3. Depending on the
starting nucleotide of the Pol IV strand and the length of the 3′ overhang of the Pol IV strand, P4R2 RNAs are diced by DCL3 at
different positions, releasing hc-siRNA duplexes from either end of the precursors. Panel a was adapted from Reference 74 with
permission from the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and panel b was adapted from Reference 112 (CC BY 4.0).
Figure adapted from images created with BioRender.com. Abbreviations: DCL3, Dicer-like 3; hc-siRNA, heterochromatic small
interfering RNA; Pol IV, RNA polymerase IV; P4R2, Pol IV–RDR2; RDR2, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 2; siRNA, small
interfering RNA.

mRNAs or long noncoding RNAs, are Pol II products. Protein-coding genes that give rise to
phasiRNAs include those from diverse families; phasiRNA biogenesis from these genes generally
follows the one-hit model but with different miRNA triggers (reviewed in 53, 110). The best-
characterized phasiRNAs derived from noncoding loci are (a) the so-called trans-acting siRNAs
(tasiRNAs) and (b) the reproductive phasiRNAs.

The Arabidopsis genome contains eight known tasiRNA-producing loci (i.e.,TAS loci), belong-
ing to four families, TAS1–TAS4 (2, 150). The biogenesis of tasiRNA is well described and occurs
by two pathways (reviewed in 110), both of which begin with cleavage of a TAS precursor medi-
ated by an miRNA.One fragment of the cleaved precursor is converted to a dsRNA by RDR6 and
iteratively cleaved by DCL4 [assisted by DOUBLE-STRANDED RNA–BINDING PROTEIN
4 (DRB4)] to produce 21-nt phasiRNA duplexes, which are then sorted and loaded onto AGO
proteins. Beyond these similarities, the two pathways differ in several aspects. The more prevalent
one-hit pathway begins with cleavage of a TAS precursor by a 22-nt miRNA trigger with a 5′ U,
which preferentially directs miRNA loading to AGO1 (33). The 22-nt length appears to be key to
the ability of miRNAs to trigger secondary siRNAs (33, 54, 231), although other hypotheses have
been proposed (119). The 3′ fragment resulting from AGO1-miRNA cleavage is the substrate for
dsRNA synthesis and subsequent tasiRNA production (2). In the less common two-hit pathway,
a precursor is targeted by an AGO7-miR390 complex at two sites: The 3′-proximal target site is
cleaved, while the 5′-proximal target site is not cleaved. Upon cleavage, the 5′ fragment serves as
the RDR6 substrate (7). These pathways/models of tasiRNA biogenesis are mostly based on the
characterization of Arabidopsis tasiRNAs. Yet, analyses of species beyond Arabidopsis have detected
substantial variations in the pathways, including the lengths of miRNA triggers and pairing be-
tween triggers and TAS precursors (209, 229).Therefore, the generalized pathways described here
should be considered guidelines rather than rules, as additional data have yet to be obtained from
a broader range of plants.

Initially characterized in grass species and then in other angiosperms, reproductive phasiRNAs,
which are enriched in anthers, are classified into two sizes, namely the 21-nt and 24-nt phasiRNAs.
In rice and maize, these two size classes preferentially accumulate at the premeiotic and mei-
otic stages of anther development, respectively (83, 230) (Figure 3a). Biogenesis of reproductive
phasiRNAs follows the one-hit model, with the miR2118 family triggering 21-nt phasiRNAs, and
miR2275 triggering 24-nt phasiRNAs. In maize, the homeodomain-leucine zipper IV (HD-ZIP
IV) family TF OUTER CELL LAYER4 (OCL4) may be a key transcriptional regulator of 21-nt
phasiRNAs (217, 230), while three bHLH family TFs—MALE STERILE23 (MS23), MS32, and
bHLH122—play critical roles in regulating 24-nt phasiRNA biogenesis (138); however, whether
OCL4 and the bHLHs directly activate the reproductive PHAS loci remains unclear. Several vari-
ations of the reproductive phasiRNA biogenesis pathways have recently been reported, including
24-nt phasiRNAs derived from hairpin-like structures that do not require RDR6 (85) and a group
of 24-nt phasiRNAs whose precursors lack target sites of known miRNAs (148, 207).
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Secondary siRNAs can also be produced without phasing, for example, the epigenetically acti-
vated siRNAs (easiRNAs), a class of 21- or 22-nt siRNAs enriched in pollen vegetative cells (126,
141, 166). Creasey et al. (37) demonstrated that easiRNAs are derived from activated transposons
and triggered by DCL1-dependent miRNAs. Loss of DCL1, DCL4, or RDR6 results in loss of
21-nt easiRNAs, suggesting that DCL4 and RDR6 are involved in easiRNA as well as tasiRNA
biogenesis (37). Other studies documented that DCL2, AGO1, AGO2, AGO6, and Pol IV are
also involved in the biogenesis or activities of easiRNAs (19, 123, 126, 127, 141) and that easiRNA
biogenesis initiates during or after meiosis (200). However, the easiRNA biogenesis pathway re-
mains largely unclear, as does its prevalence outside of Arabidopsis. Recent studies discovered that
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Figure 3 (Figure appears on preceding page)

Current models of mobile siRNA biogenesis and activities in Arabidopsis and grass anthers. (a) Schematic diagrams of transverse sections
of premeiotic and meiotic anther cell layers. Only one of four lobes is shown for premeiotic (∼0.4 mm long) and meiotic (∼2 mm)
maize anthers. Colors indicate different cell types as marked at the bottom and are utilized again in panels b, c, and d. (b) The Arabidopsis
tapetum-produced 24-nt siRNAs move to meiocytes to mediate DNA methylation at both transposon loci (in cis) and protein-coding
genes (in trans) (113). (c) Premeiotic, 21-nt phasiRNAs in rice and maize are produced in the anther epidermis and mobilized to the
germinal cells to mediate transcript cleavage (82, 230, 240). AGO loading and targeting of 21-nt phasiRNAs may also occur in
epidermal cells. (d) Meiotic 24-nt phasiRNAs in maize are produced in the tapetum and move to other anther cell layers, concentrating
mainly in the tapetum and meiocytes (246). Their molecular functions are unknown apart from mediating CHH methylation in cis
(235). AGO loading and targeting of 24-nt phasiRNAs may also occur in tapetal cells. Panels b, c, and d adapted from images created
with BioRender.com. Abbreviations: AGO, Argonaute; bHLH, basic helix-loop-helix; DCL, Dicer-like; nt, nucleotide; OCL4,
OUTER CELL LAYER4; phasiRNA, phased secondary small interfering RNA; Pol II, RNA polymerase II; Pol IV, RNA polymerase
IV; RDR, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase; siRNA, small interfering RNA; SPL, secondary parietal layer; TE, transposable element
(aka transposon).

paternal loss of Pol IV inhibits easiRNA biogenesis and bypasses seed abortion triggered by pa-
ternal genome excess (19, 48, 123). These findings suggest that easiRNAs regulate genome dosage
balance.

2.4. Biogenesis of Other Plant Small RNAs

Several other types of plant sRNAs have been reported in the past two decades but have remained
poorly characterized or even controversial. Here, we highlight only a few classes of these sRNAs,
including the naturally antisense transcript siRNAs, 22-nt siRNAs, and transfer RNA fragments.

2.4.1. Naturally Antisense Transcript siRNAs. Endogenous transcripts with complementar-
ity are thought to anneal, creating dsRNA for processing by a DCL protein to yield naturally
antisense transcript siRNAs (natsiRNAs) that mediate gene silencing (153). No functional roles
of individual trans-natsiRNAs (of which the precursor transcripts are derived from nonoverlap-
ping loci) have been characterized in plants, although a few computational predictions of such
loci have been reported (133, 189). Thus, here we focus on cis-natsiRNAs, which are derived from
transcripts that are transcribed from the same locus but in opposite directions. The biogene-
sis pathways for the reported cis-natsiRNAs appear to be diverse, with one being dependent on
Pol IV, RDR2, and DCL3 (177), similar to hc-siRNAs, and several depending on DCL1, DCL2,
and/or DCL3, among other sRNA biogenesis proteins (20, 87, 158, 239).

A few genes in Arabidopsis are silenced by cis-natsiRNAs. Salt stress induces SRO5, a transcript
antisense to P5CDH (encoding a �-pyrroline-5-carboxylate dehydrogenase). The two transcripts
form dsRNA, which is processed by DCL2 to produce a 24-nt siRNA, which in turn triggers pro-
duction of DCL1-dependent 21-nt phasiRNAs from P5CDH transcripts and downregulation of
P5CDH expression (20). The bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas syringae induces a 22-nt natsiRNA
derived from the overlapping ATGB2 (encoding a Rab2-like small GTP-binding protein) and
PPRL [encoding a pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR)-like protein] transcripts; the natsiRNA silences
PPRL transcripts to contribute to disease resistance (87). InArabidopsis pollen, the transcripts of the
overlapping KOKOPELLI (KPL) andARIADNE14 (ARI14) genes give rise to a sperm-specific nat-
siRNA that silences ARI14 to enable successful fertilization (158). In these studies, the natsiRNAs
appeared to silence the target mRNA by cleavage, whereas in several other studies, natsiRNAs
have been implicated in mediating DNA and/or histone methylation (177, 192).

Together, the biogenesis mechanisms and molecular activities of cis-natsiRNAs appear to be
divergent and complex. Moreover, the number of cis naturally antisense mRNA pairs producing
appreciable levels of siRNAs is small (239), and the density of siRNAs mapped to these regions is
low (71). Therefore, as suggested a decade ago (6), the published data do not seem to support the
classification of natsiRNAs as a uniform sRNA type.
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2.4.2. 22-nucleotide small interfering RNAs. DCL2-dependent, endogenous 22-nt siRNAs
accumulate at very low abundance in wild-type Arabidopsis, and dcl2 mutants do not show an
obvious phenotype (70), making the 22-nt siRNAs a poorly characterized size class. The Ara-
bidopsis DCL2 is known mainly as a Dicer protein that processes viral-derived siRNAs, but it also
produces endogenous 22-nt siRNAs when other DCLs are absent (60). Strong accumulation of
22-nt siRNAs has recently been observed in Arabidopsis mutants that are deficient in cytoplasmic
RNA decay and DCL4 activity, causing developmental defects such as reduced leaf expansion and
pigmentation (205). These defects can be rescued by dcl2 or rdr6 mutations, suggesting that they
were caused by ectopic accumulation of DCL2- and RDR6-dependent 22-nt siRNAs. Further
transcriptome and translatome analysis demonstrated that the 22-nt siRNAs produced from
the NIA1/NIA2 genes (encoding nitrate reductases), which account for nearly half of the 22-nt
siRNAs and are loaded by AGO1, repress the translation of their cognate mRNAs, as well as other
mRNAs, to inhibit plant growth and enhance response to nitrogen deficiency (205). Another
recent study has documented that wild-type soybean (Glycine max) accumulates abundant DCL2-
dependent 22-nt siRNAs (81). The soybean DCL2 proteins use Pol II transcripts with long
inverted repeats as their substrate, resembling the reproductive 24-PHAS precursors described in
asparagus and lily (85), suggesting that the biogenesis of 22-nt siRNAs in soybean may not require
RDR6. DCL2-dependent 22-nt siRNAs regulate seed color in soybean by triggering secondary
siRNAs from chalcone synthase transcripts (81). Together, these recent studies suggest that plant
endogenous 22-nt siRNAs might not be conserved in terms of biogenesis (RDR6-dependent or
not), molecular activities, and developmental functions. The 22-nt siRNAs are also abundant in
maize, cassava (Manihot esculenta), and several asterid species (115). Clearly, more work across
diverse plant species is needed to understand the divergence of 22-nt siRNAs.

2.4.3. Transfer RNA fragments. Transfer RNA fragments (tRFs) have recently emerged as
a new class of sRNAs regulating gene expression. In the canonical transfer RNA (tRNA) bio-
genesis pathway, tRNA precursors (pre-tRNAs) are transcribed by RNA polymerase III (Pol III)
and undergo a series of maturation events, including the removal of 5′ leader and 3′ trailer, in-
tron splicing, the addition of 3′-terminal CCA residues, and covalent modifications (89). Mature
tRNAs are exported from the nucleus to cytoplasm to function in translation (89, 147). Recent
studies in animals, yeast, and plants have demonstrated that mature tRNAs can be cleaved by en-
donucleases to produce tRFs (reviewed in 173). tRFs exist in several major forms (tRF-5, tRF-3,
5′ tRNA half, and 3′ tRNA half ), depending on where within the tRNA molecules they originate.
tRF-5 and tRF-3 RNAs are derived from tRNA 5′ and 3′ ends, respectively, and are approximately
13–30 nt long. They are generated by cleavage of the D and T�C loops of tRNAs by an RNase
T2 family endonuclease (173). The Arabidopsis RNase T2 family members RNS1 and RNS3 are
necessary for tRF-5 biogenesis (128). DCL1 has also been implicated in tRF-5 biogenesis in Ara-
bidopsis pollen (121). However, two more recent studies suggest that DCL1 does not play a major
role in tRF biogenesis, although different tissues were examined in these studies (3, 128). Thus,
current evidence suggests a key role of RNase T2 enzymes and an arguable role of DCLs in tRF
biogenesis in plants.

3. SMALL RNA EFFECTORS, TARGETS, AND REGULATORY
ACTIVITIES

3.1. Small RNA Sorting and Loading Onto Argonaute Proteins

sRNAs are loaded onto AGOs—the sRNA effector proteins—to form RISCs and act on their
targets. The AGO protein family is highly diversified in seed plants, forming three major phylo-
genetic clades referred to as AGO1/AGO5/AGO10, AGO2/AGO3/AGO7, and AGO4/AGO6/
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AGO8/AGO9 (based on naming of Arabidopsis proteins) (234), and sorting of sRNAs onto AGOs
is finely regulated. A few early studies in Arabidopsis established that the 5′ nucleotide of sRNAs is
one of the key determinants for sRNA sorting and loading; AGO1 preferentially associates with
sRNAs with a 5′ U; AGO2, AGO4, AGO6, AGO7, and AGO9 prefer a 5′ A; while AGO5 prefers
a 5′ C (69, 130, 135, 179). It is noteworthy that these patterns of sRNA–AGO associations are
more like trends than rules, as exceptions occur.

A structural analysis of Arabidopsis AGO1, AGO2, and AGO5 demonstrated that the MID
domain of the AGO proteins senses the 5′-end nucleotide of sRNAs to sort them (57). Using
biochemical experiments, another study demonstrated that a loop in the central cleft of AGO10
is crucial for selective loading of miR165/miR166 (210). sRNA length is another key determinant
in sorting for AGO loading, with 21- and 22-nt sRNAs associating predominantly with members
of the AGO1/AGO5/AGO10 and AGO2/AGO3/AGO7 clades and 24-nt sRNAs associating with
AGO4/AGO6/AGO9 (69, 130, 135, 247). The secondary structure of the sRNA duplex also influ-
ences sRNA sorting onto AGOs. miR165/miR166 has a 5′ U and can be loaded onto AGO1, but
AGO10 has a higher affinity for this miRNA than AGO1 has because of a mismatch at position
12 and two adjacent matches (at positions 10 and 11) within the mature duplex (247). Similarly,
a mismatch at position 11 of the miRNA duplex contributes to the specific interaction between
miR390 and AGO7 (47, 135), and base-pairing at position 15 of the miRNA duplex is important
for miRNA sorting between AGO1 and AGO2 (238). Other than miRNAs, a recent analysis of
21-nt reproductive phasiRNAs in rice and maize detected strong enrichments for U and G at
positions 14 and 19, respectively, implying that these nucleotide positions, along with the 5′-end
nucleotide, influence phasiRNA loading onto AGO proteins (146).

During miRISC formation, the strand with lower 5′-end thermodynamic stability is prefer-
entially selected as the guide strand, and several proteins, including the abovementioned HYL1,
RS40, and RS41, are known to be involved in the process (39, 46, 75, 76, 118, 198). miRNA load-
ing onto AGO1 occurs in the nucleus, and AGO1 (and thus miRISCs) can shuttle between the
nucleus and the cytoplasm (17). The shuttling is enabled by a nuclear localization signal and a
nuclear export signal in the AGO1 protein sequence and by Exportin-1. By contrast, phasiRNAs
and hc-siRNAs are loaded onto AGO proteins in the cytoplasm (17, 223).

3.2. MicroRNAs

In plants, miRNAs silence gene expression mainly through cleavage of target transcripts, with a
secondary activity of translational repression, and, in some rare reports, even directingDNAmeth-
ylation. These different modes of action are largely determined by the miRNAs and the AGO
proteins that load them. Transcript cleavage is dependent on the slicer activity of the miRNA-
directed AGOs; in Arabidopsis, slicer activities have been documented for AGO1, AGO2, AGO4,
AGO7, and AGO10 (12, 29, 80, 135, 149). A catalytic triad of amino acids in the P-element-
induced wimpy testis (PIWI) domain of AGO proteins cleaves target transcripts for which an
miRNA has full or nearly full complementarity (12, 29). Upon cleavage, the uncapped 3′ frag-
ment is degraded by the 5′ to 3′ endoribonuclease XRN4 (171). The 5′ fragment is uridylated by
HESO1 (156) and degraded by RISC-INTERACTINGCLEARING 3′-5′ EXORIBONUCLE-
ASE1 (RICE1) and RICE2 (241). It is noteworthy that although most of the transcripts cleaved
by miRISCs are destined for degradation, a subset of the cleaved fragments can be converted
by RDR6 to dsRNAs and processed by a DCL protein via phasiRNA biogenesis pathways, as
discussed above (Section 2.3).

In translational repression by miRNAs, targeting of different regions of a transcript by an
miRISC has different consequences; targeting of the 5′ untranslated region (UTR) of a transcript
blocks ribosome recruitment and translational initiation, whereas targeting of the open reading
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frame blocks translational elongation (78). In both scenarios, ribosomal activities are likely blocked
by miRISCs via steric hindrance. Targeting the 3′ UTR by an miRISC also represses translational
initiation but seems to be a rare activity of miRNAs as it requires multiple target sites in the 3′

UTR for efficient repression (78).Translational repression bymiRISCs occurs on the endoplasmic
reticulum and requires proteins associated with microtubule dynamics or miRNA decapping (21,
104, 221). Furthermore, DRB2 is necessary for translational repression by miRNAs, suggesting
that whether an miRNA directs transcript cleavage or translational repression is determined by
the activities of the DCL1-interacting proteins HYL1 (aka DRB1) and DRB2 (152).

In rare cases, miRNAs direct DNAmethylation rather than transcript cleavage or translational
repression.TheArabidopsismiR165/miR166mediatesDNAmethylation of theHD-ZIP III family
TF gene PHABULOSA (PHB), likely through base-pairing with the nascent PHB transcript (10).
In rice, 24-nt miRNAs are analogous to hc-siRNAs in that they are generated by DCL3 rather
than DCL1 and are loaded onto AGO4 to direct DNA methylation (206). The rarity of miRNAs
directing DNA methylation suggests that DNA methylation might be an unusual role for them
that is needed in specific developmental contexts and demonstrates that sRNAs not generated by
Pol IV can target RdDM.

miRNAs target predominantly TF-encoding mRNAs, in addition to smaller numbers of
mRNAs encoding nucleotide-binding, leucine-rich repeat (NB-LRR) or other families of proteins
(to trigger phasiRNAs) and long noncoding RNAs (181). Through the regulation of TF genes,
miRNAs act as key regulators of plant development and responses to abiotic or biotic stresses.
These miRNA functions and modes of action have been comprehensively reviewed in several
prior review articles (40, 55, 169).

3.3. Heterochromatic Small Interfering RNAs

Pol IV–dependent hc-siRNAs function through the RdDM pathway to regulate plant genome
stability and gene expression. In the canonical RdDM pathway, hc-siRNA target loci are tran-
scribed by RNA polymerase V (Pol V), another plant-specific RNA polymerase, generating
noncoding transcripts. While a Pol V transcript is still attached to its genomic locus, the hc-
siRNA–AGO4/AGO6 complex targets the transcript via sequence complementarity and recruits
the DNAmethyltransferase DOMAINS REARRANGEDMETHYLASE 2 (DRM2), mediating
de novo DNA methylation of the Pol V–transcribed loci in all sequence contexts (CG, CHG, and
CHH, where H = A/C/T) (38, 124) (Figure 1). In addition to the canonical pathway that in-
volves hc-siRNA production by Pol IV, RDR2, and DCL3, there are several noncanonical RdDM
pathways that are entered via different points by siRNAs produced through other mechanisms
(38). The best-characterized biological function of RdDM is the silencing of transposons. Recent
studies in diverse plant species have uncovered new roles of hc-siRNAs in the regulation of re-
productive development. Here, we review these canonical or new roles of hc-siRNAs; readers are
referred to previous review articles (38, 124) for other roles of hc-siRNAs.

Transposons are fragments of genomic DNA that can move between chromosomal loca-
tions through copy-and-paste or cut-and-paste mechanisms (56).These transpositions can disrupt
genes or gene regulatory regions, and thus plants have evolved mechanisms to silence trans-
posons (45).Transposons are themost prevalent targets of hc-siRNAs, suggesting thatmaintaining
genome integrity through transposon silencing is the major role of hc-siRNAs (124). The retro-
transposon EVADÉ (EVD) was one of the first transposons known to be silenced by 24-nt
hc-siRNAs (131). A later analysis of EVD uncovered a key mechanism of transition from post-
transcriptional gene silencing to RdDM-mediated transcriptional gene silencing that involves
switching from the production of 21- or 22-nt siRNAs to production of 24-nt siRNAs (120).
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However, RdDM is not the only mechanism of transposon silencing, and only a small num-
ber of transposons are mobilized in RdDM-defective mutants in Arabidopsis (77). A study of
RdDM mutants in maize suggested that RdDM activities near genes are important for maintain-
ing boundaries between chromatin regions that are actively transcribed and adjacent transposons
(102).

RdDM pathway mutants in Arabidopsis lack visible phenotypes, and thus the developmental
roles of RdDM had remained poorly understood until recent studies in other plant species. Early
studies inArabidopsis documented that RdDM-mediated repression of SINE-related direct repeats
in the promoter region of the FLOWERING WAGENINGEN (FWA) gene, encoding a home-
odomain TF, is crucial to the proper timing of flowering (88, 170). Several recent studies of RdDM
mutants in other plant species, including tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) (62), B. rapa (64), Capsella
rubella (200), and rice (31, 202, 215, 243) have uncovered critical roles of RdDM in the regulation
of vegetative (e.g., leaf ) and/or reproductive (e.g., microspore, pollen, and seed) development. As
mentioned above, sirens are also Pol IV–dependent 24-nt siRNAs (similar to hc-siRNAs). Since
sirens can direct DNAmethylation in reproductive tissues (25, 64, 244), whether the reproductive
defects in the Pol IV/Pol V mutants are due to loss of functions of hc-siRNAs or sirens is not
yet clear. Finally, RdDM has also been implicated in the regulation of genomic imprinting and
interploidy hybridization barriers (48, 123, 160, 191).

3.4. Phased Secondary Small Interfering RNAs

The targets and functions of phasiRNAs derived from protein-coding loci have been reviewed
previously (53); here, we focus on phasiRNAs derived from noncoding loci, that is, tasiRNAs and
reproductive phasiRNAs. tasiRNAs mediate transcript cleavage of a diverse set of genes to regu-
late plant development or stress responses. In Arabidopsis,TAS1 siRNAs target the heat-responsive
genes HEAT-INDUCED TAS1 TARGET1 (HTT1) and HTT2 to repress heat tolerance (103).
tasiRNAs derived from a subset ofTAS1 andTAS2 loci can targetPPR transcripts to trigger tertiary
phasiRNAs, which are involved in responses to fungal pathogens (73, 208). TAS3 siRNAs target
auxin response factor (ARF) family TFs to regulate auxin signaling associated with many aspects
of plant development and responses, such as leaf development and juvenile-to-adult transition (1,
49). TAS4 siRNAs target the mRNAs of MYB family TFs to regulate anthocyanin biosynthesis
(116) and trichome development (66). While TAS1 and TAS2 have only been described in Ara-
bidopsis, TAS3 has been found broadly in land plants, and TAS4 is conserved in eudicots (reviewed
in 110). A few additional TAS loci or families (TAS5 to TAS10) exist outside Arabidopsis (42); how-
ever, these poorly characterized loci show limited conservation in plants. More work is needed to
fully understand the variable conservation patterns and biological roles of these TAS families.

The 21-nt reproductive phasiRNAs can mediate cleavage of trans-target mRNAs (in rice) or
their own precursors (in rice and maize) (82, 180, 240). Recent studies of OCL4 (the putative
TF regulator of the 21-nt phasiRNA pathway), miR2118 (the trigger of 21-nt phasiRNAs), and
AGO5 homologs (effectors of 21-nt phasiRNAs) in maize and/or rice have shed light on the
developmental functions of 21-nt phasiRNAs. The maize ocl4mutants lack 21-nt phasiRNAs and
show temperature-sensitive male sterility (217, 230). Knocking out a subset of MIR2118 copies
in rice resulted in male sterility and reduced 21-nt phasiRNA abundance (4). Notably, the partial
mir2118 mutant also showed female sterility, suggesting a role of miR2118 and potentially 21-nt
phasiRNAs in regulating female germline development (4). The AGO5c/MEIOSIS ARRESTED
AT LEPTOTENE1 (MEL1) protein loads a subset of 21-nt reproductive phasiRNAs in rice,
and disrupting the AGO5c gene causes male sterility (92). In maize, a recent study demonstrated
that AGO5b/MALE-ASSOCIATED ARGONAUTE-1 (MAGO1) and AGO5c/MAGO2 play
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redundant roles in regulating male fertility, as only the double-knockout or knockdown mutants
showed male sterility (99), while another study showed that AGO5c—the causal gene of the classic
maize mutant male sterile 28 (ms28)—alone is necessary for male fertility (107). Lee et al. (99)
also documented that AGO5b and AGO5c load heat-induced 21-nt phasiRNAs to regulate the
activities of retrotransposons in male germinal cells and that an ago5b;ago5c knockdown mutant
showed temperature-sensitive male sterility (99).

Molecular functions of the 24-nt reproductive phasiRNAs remain poorly characterized; they
may mediate CHHmethylation at their own loci, but that seems unlikely to be their only function
(235). Several loss-of-function mutant alleles of the maize DCL5, which functions specifically in
24-nt reproductive phasiRNA biogenesis, lack 24-nt phasiRNAs and demonstrate a temperature-
sensitive male sterile phenotype (182). DCL5 is a duplicate of DCL3 and originated before the
diversification of the grasses (145). The specialized role of DCL5 in 24-nt phasiRNA biogenesis
has been attributed to the divergence in the PAZ domains of DCL3 and DCL5, which exhibit
distinct preferences for 5′ phosphates and 3′ overhangs of substrate siRNA precursors (34). Single
mutants of MS23, MS32, and bHLH122, the putative TF regulators of 24-nt phasiRNA biogen-
esis, are completely male sterile, and the abundance of 24-nt phasiRNAs is reduced substantially
in these mutants (138).

Several mutants of the 21-nt or 24-nt phasiRNA pathways in maize showed a specific reduc-
tion in abundance of one size class or the other, indicating that the two pathways are genetically
separable (182, 217, 230). On the other hand, two recent studies in rice demonstrated that both
the 21- and 24-nt phasiRNA pathways utilize AGO1d as an effector of miRNA triggers, and loss
of function of AGO1d causes reduction in abundances of both classes of phasiRNAs and confers
temperature-sensitive male sterility (162, 164), suggesting that the two phasiRNA pathways might
be interconnected. The 21-nt phasiRNA pathway is present in all characterized monocots, while
the 24-nt phasiRNAs are more broadly, though not ubiquitously, present in angiosperms (110).
Therefore, the published data suggest that the 21-nt and 24-nt phasiRNAs play important and
conserved roles in regulating male fertility.

3.5. Transfer RNA Fragments

In Arabidopsis pollen, 19-nt tRFs are loaded by AGO1 and can mediate cleavage of the Gypsy
family of retrotransposons (121), and there is also evidence that tRFs silence gene expression at
the translational level. A study in pumpkin (Cucurbita maxima) demonstrated that phloem sap
RNA molecules can inhibit translation in a nonspecific manner and tRFs likely play a major role
(236). A group of tRNA halves and other tRFs of Arabidopsis can inhibit translation in vitro (96).
However, the mechanism of translational inhibition via tRFs is largely unclear. For example, do
tRFs target the mRNAs or tRNAs? Does the process require an AGO?

The cleavage of Gypsy transposons by tRF-AGO1 RISCs suggests that tRFs are involved in
regulating genome stability (121). Moreover, tRFs are frequently induced by abiotic and biotic
stresses, such as oxidative stress, ultraviolet radiation, cold, heat, low phosphate, and pathogen in-
fection (reviewed in 117). A recent study showed that a 5′ tRF forms a RISC with AGO1 to repress
pathogen defense when not infected (65). However, repressing defense responses is likely not a
universal role of tRFs, as they are more frequently induced, rather than inhibited, by pathogen in-
fection (5, 175), suggesting that tRFs are more likely to function as activators of pathogen defense.
Therefore, many questions remain to be addressed about the functions of tRF; for example, what
target RNAs are directly regulated by tRFs in stress responses, and how are they regulated (e.g.,
RNA cleavage or translation inhibition)? Given the similar regulatory roles of tRFs and miRNAs,
why use tRFs when miRNAs, which are longer than tRF-5 and tRF-3 RNAs, would presumably
provide more specificity?
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RNA interference
(RNAi): a biological
process in which
sRNAs silence gene
expression in a
sequence-specific
manner

4. SMALL RNA MOBILITY AND DELIVERY

4.1. Long-Distance and Cell-to-Cell Movement of Small RNAs in Plants

Endogenous miRNAs and siRNAs can move through phloem (long-distance movement) or plas-
modesmata (cell-to-cell movement) to mediate gene silencing (129). Early studies of systemic
silencing using grafting experiments uncovered mobile siRNAs acting as a silencing signal in
plants (134, 190). All major size classes of endogenous sRNAs (21, 22, and 24 nt) canmove through
phloem, and predominantly from shoot to root, consistent with the movement of photoassim-
ilates (105, 134). sRNA duplexes rather than precursors are known to move from cell to cell
through plasmodesmata (22, 43). Accordingly, cell-to-cell spread of RNA interference (RNAi;
aka sRNA-mediated gene silencing) is regulated by two plasmodesmata-localized receptor-like
kinases, BARELY ANY MERISTEM1 (BAM1) and BAM2 (159).

4.2. Regulatory and Functional Roles of Endogenous Mobile Small RNAs

Endogenous mobile sRNAs are broadly involved in the regulation of plant development and en-
vironmental responses. Here, we highlight a few biological processes in which the mobility of
miRNAs and siRNAs plays a key role.

4.2.1. Roles of mobile microRNAs. miRNAs that travel over long distances through phloem
are frequently linked to systemic responses to biotic or abiotic stresses. InArabidopsis,miR399 trav-
els from shoot to root to target transcripts of the PHO2 gene (encoding a ubiquitin-conjugating
E2 enzyme) in response to phosphate deficiency and acts as a signal to enhance phosphate uptake
by root (109, 143). Also in Arabidopsis, miR395 travels from shoot to root and silences its tar-
gets, including transcripts of the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) sulfurylase genes APS1 and APS4
and the low-affinity sulfate transporter gene SULTR2;1 (23). The abundance of miR395, miR398,
and miR399 increases in the phloem of B. rapa in response to sulfate, copper, and phosphate de-
privation, respectively (24). In Lotus japonicus, miR2111 travels from shoot to root to mediate
posttranscriptional silencing of the symbiosis repressor TOO MUCH LOVE (TML, encoding a
Kelch repeat–containing F-box protein) and facilitate rhizobial infection (185).

Short-distance movement of miRNAs (and siRNAs; see below) is often associated with the
regulation of plant development. For instance, miR165/miR166 movement has been observed in
multiple plant organs to regulate cell patterning. In leaves, miR165/miR166 forms a gradient
of abundance between the abaxial and adaxial epidermis (139) to regulate the spatial expres-
sion pattern of PHB, a HD-ZIP III family TF that determines adaxial identity (125). In roots,
miR165/miR166 abundance also forms a gradient, decreasing from the endodermis to the inner-
most cells, determining the identities of root cell layers; this also occurs via regulation of PHB (30).

4.2.2. Roles of mobile small interfering RNAs. Early work on systemic silencing discovered
that Arabidopsis 24-nt siRNAs can move from shoot to root and direct DNA methylation (129,
134). PhasiRNAs that travel long distances in Arabidopsis, including TAS3a tasiRNAs (163) and
other phasiRNAs (105), also mediate cleavage of transcripts in recipient cells; theTAS3a tasiRNAs
target ARF transcripts to trigger systemic acquired resistance to P. syringae (163).Arabidopsis TAS3
tasiRNAs that targetARF transcripts (tasiR-ARFs hereafter) also move from cell to cell to regulate
cell patterning. In leaves, tasiR-ARFs are produced in adaxial layers and are translocated to the
abaxial side, forming a gradient that negatively correlates with the expression of ARF3, which
specifies abaxial identity (36). In ovules, tasiR-ARFs produced in the apical epidermal layer of
ovules move to internal cells to target ARF3mRNAs and repress ectopic megaspore mother cells
(172, 174). Thus, one common consequence of cell-to-cell movement of miRNAs and tasiRNAs
is an sRNA concentration gradient regulating cell patterning.
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Biogenesis of 21-nt reproductive phasiRNAs in maize likely occurs in the anther epidermis
based on the epidermis-specific expression of OCL4 and accumulation of miR2118. However,
21-nt phasiRNAs are detected in almost all internal anther cell layers and germinal cells (230).
Similarly, 24-nt phasiRNA precursors and DCL5 transcripts are detected predominantly in the
anther tapetum layer, whereas 24-nt phasiRNAs are detected in all anther cell layers (and enriched
in the germinal cells and tapetum) (230, 246), suggesting that both size classes of reproductive
phasiRNAs can move across anther cell layers (Figure 3a,c,d). A group of 24-nt siRNAs produced
from transposons in theArabidopsis tapetummove tomeiocytes tomediateDNAmethylation (113)
(Figure 3b). Since 24-nt reproductive phasiRNAs are absent in Arabidopsis and other Brassicaceae
species (110), the Arabidopsis tapetal siRNAs might be a potential substitute for the phasiRNAs in
regulating male reproduction (136). In addition, the pollen-enriched easiRNAs and ovule/seed-
enriched sirens might also move within reproductive organs to regulate DNA methylation (63,
122, 166). The discoveries of diverse mobile siRNAs in reproductive tissues reinforce the notion
that siRNAs and their movement play crucial roles in plant reproductive development.

4.3. Intraspecies, Interspecies, and Interkingdom Delivery of Small RNAs

A recent study in Arabidopsis discovered that miR156 and miR399 are secreted to growth medium
and taken up by neighboring plants to silence mRNAs of PHO2 and SPL9, respectively, demon-
strating that miRNAs can act as signaling molecules between plants of the same species (14). In
one example of interspecies delivery of sRNAs, the parasitic plant Cuscuta campestris delivers 22-nt
miRNAs to host plants (Arabidopsis andNicotiana benthamiana) to target host mRNAs for cleavage
and phasiRNA production; one of the target transcripts, SIEVE-ELEMENT-OCCLUSION-
RELATED1 (SEOR1), encoding a protein enriched in phloem, was suggested to facilitate nutrient
uptake by the host plants and nutrient supply to Cuscuta (161). Several Cuscuta species encode
miRNAs and siRNAs to target conserved sites of host mRNAs, including SEOR1 (84).

Many studies have uncovered interkingdom delivery of miRNAs, siRNAs, or tRFs, either be-
tween plants and symbiotic bacteria or between plants and pathogens. These studies have been
reviewed elsewhere (26, 91). Here, we present a few examples that shed light on new mechanisms
of plant–microbe interactions. One recent study reported that Bradyrhizobium japonicum delivers
tRFs to host plants (soybean) to target transcripts of root hair or nodulation-associated genes to
facilitate nodule formation (154). Several other studies provide evidence that plants can deliver
sRNAs to pathogens via extracellular vesicles to induce gene silencing. Arabidopsis cells infected
by Botrytis cinerea secrete extracellular vesicles containing tasiRNAs, hc-siRNAs, and miRNAs at
infection sites. The sRNAs within the vesicles are then taken up by the fungus to induce silencing
of fungal genes essential for pathogenicity (27). Infection ofArabidopsis by Phytophthora capsici leads
to enhanced accumulation of PPR-siRNAs in extracellular vesicles, and the siRNAs are delivered
to Phytophthora to silence transcripts and inhibit infection (73). Arabidopsis extracellular vesicles
are enriched for 10- to 17-nt tiny RNAs, which are presumptive degradation products of longer
RNAs (9). However, the majority of apoplastic siRNAs and miRNAs, as well as AGO2, an sRNA
effector, are located outside extracellular vesicles. These sRNAs (and other extracellular noncod-
ing RNAs) are more likely than the tiny RNAs to mediate silencing of pathogen genes (227).How
silencing RNAs are delivered from plants to pathogens is a matter of active investigation.

4.4. Delivery and Applications of Artificial and Exogenous Small RNAs

Naturally occurring, interkingdom RNAi has informed successful uses of artificially designed
siRNAs to mediate gene silencing in pathogens to protect crops. For instance, transgenic barley
(Hordeum vulgare) and wheat (Triticum aestivum) producing artificial siRNAs that target the
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effector gene Avra10 of the powdery mildew fungus Blumeria graminis effectively inhibit its
growth, conferring disease resistance in the crops (140). The approach requires the generation
of transgenic plants, which is often costly and time-consuming. As an alternative strategy, direct
application of sRNAs or dsRNA precursors onto host plants (aka environmental RNAi) has been
developed and proven effective. B. cinerea is a fungal pathogen that uses sRNAs as effectors to
cause gray mold disease. B. cinerea can take up (from the medium) exogenous sRNAs and dsRNAs
that target DCL1/DCL2 genes in the fungus and thus inhibit gray mold disease. Spraying the
sRNAs or dsRNAs on plant surfaces also inhibits the disease, demonstrating the effectiveness of
environmental RNAi for disease resistance (195). However, the sRNAs and dsRNAs can protect
plants for only up to 10 days after spray, likely due to the instability of naked RNA molecules
(195). To increase the duration of environmental RNAi, Mitter et al. (132) developed layered,
double hydroxide clay nanosheets (BioClay), which can carry dsRNAs that mediate antiviral RNA
silencing. BioClay can protectNicotiana tabacum plants against virus for at least 20 days after spray
(132). Foliar application of BioClay is more effective than naked dsRNAs in protecting cotton
against whitefly (79). Efforts are ongoing to develop other methods and materials for exogenous
delivery of sRNAs into plants (41, 187, 233).

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

The past two decades of research into plant sRNAs have brought tremendous advances. Early
work was highly descriptive, focused on discovering and cataloging miRNAs and other classes of
sRNAs. Subsequent research dissected their biogenesis pathways—work that continues today—as
more specialized pathway components are identified through genetics or as interacting partners.
With the development of tools and resources that make diverse plant species more accessible and
amenable to genetic alterations, as well as more advanced sequencing methods, these analyses
have expanded and moved from Arabidopsis to a broad array of crops and nonmodel species and
have provided insights into the evolution of plant sRNAs and their biogenesis pathways. One
example is the reproductive phasiRNAs that are found broadly in angiosperms but not in Ara-
bidopsis. The coming decade promises to yield more discoveries of sRNA dynamics (perhaps with
single-cell resolution), provide more insights into sRNA biogenesis (including within subcellular
compartments and foci), and decode the molecular functions of sRNAs that are as yet poorly
characterized. These advances will be enabled by improved methods for sequencing, imaging,
tracking, sensing, and delivering sRNAs in plant cells and tissues.

SUMMARY POINTS

1. The biogenesis of microRNAs involves transcription ofMIR loci by polymerase II (Pol
II), cotranscriptional processing of primary microRNAs (pri-miRNAs) by nuclear dicing
bodies (D-bodies), pri-miRNA tailing and methylation, and miRNA modifications.

2. Precursors of heterochromatic small interfering RNAs (hc-siRNAs) are short (∼26-
to 45-nt) transcripts produced by the Pol IV–RDR2 dual-polymerase complex and
processed by DCL3 to yield one hc-siRNA per precursor.

3. Two generalized pathways (a one-hit and a two-hit pathway) exist for the biogenesis of
phasiRNAs, and they should be considered guidelines rather than rules.

4. miRNAs silence genes mainly through cleavage of target transcripts, with a secondary
activity of translational repression, and, in rare cases, directing DNA methylation.
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5. hc-siRNAs function via the RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway to reg-
ulate plant genome stability and gene expression. A few recent studies have shed light
on the developmental roles of RdDM.

6. Trans-acting small interfering RNAs (tasiRNAs) mediate transcript cleavage of diverse
genes to regulate plant development and stress responses. Reproductive phased sec-
ondary small interfering RNAs (phasiRNAs) play important and conserved roles in
regulating male fertility via mechanisms yet to be fully described.

7. A common consequence of cell-to-cell movement of miRNAs and tasiRNAs is a small
RNA (sRNA) concentration gradient that directs cell patterning.

8. Naturally occurring, interkingdom RNA interference has informed successful uses of
artificially designed siRNAs that silence pathogen genes to protect crops.

FUTURE ISSUES

1. How are the various steps of the diverse sRNA pathways spatially organized within a
plant cell? Is phase separation a common mechanism that is involved?

2. Which strand of a DCL-produced sRNA duplex (e.g., the Pol IV strand or the RDR2
strand of each hc-siRNA duplex) is incorporated into RNA-induced silencing complexes
(RISCs)?Does the other strand have amolecular function other than being degraded like
canonical miRNA∗ strands?

3. Are siRNAs in endosperm (sirens) conserved in the angiosperms in terms of genomic
origin, spatiotemporal patterns of accumulation, and molecular function?

4. Is there a conserved or related role of 22-nt siRNAs in diverse plant species?

5. What are the key biogenesis factors and pathways that give rise to the various types of
transfer RNA fragments (tRFs)?

6. What are the endogenous targets of the 24-nt reproductive phasiRNAs that are abundant
and broadly present in angiosperms?

7. How do plants deliver silencing RNAs to pathogens? What are the implications for
applications of artificial sRNAs?
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